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Abstract

A density-functional study of the hydrolysis reaction of phosphodiesters with a se-

ries of attacking nucleophiles in the gas-phase and in solution is presented. The

nucleophiles HOH, HO−, CH3OH and CH3O− were studied in reactions with ethy-

lene phosphate and 2’,3’-ribose ethylene phosphate in their neutral (protonated) and

monoanionic forms. Stationary-point geometries for the reaction were determined

at the density-functional B3LYP/6-31++G(d,p) level followed by energy refinement

at the B3LYP/6-311++G(3df,2p) level. Solvation effects were estimated using a di-

electric approximation with the polarizable continuum model (PCM) at the gas-phase

optimized geometries. This series of reactions characterizes factors that influence the

intrinsic reactivity of the model phosphate compounds, including the effect of nu-

cleophile, protonation state, cyclic structure, and solvent. The present study of the

in-line mechanism for phosphodiester hydrolysis, a reaction of considerable biolog-

ical importance, has implications for enzymatic mechanisms. The results highlight

the importance for the reaction barrier of charge neutralization resulting from the pro-

tonation of the non-bridging phosphoryl oxygens, and the role of internal hydrogen

transfer in the gas-phase mechanism. It also shows that solvent stabilization has a

profound influence on the relative barrier heights for the dianionic, monoanionic and

neutral reactions. The calculations provide a comprehensive data set for the in-line hy-

drolysis mechanisms that can be used for the development of improved semiempirical

quantum models for phosphate hydrolysis reactions.
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1 Introduction

Phosphate diesters play a fundamental role in biology, including their role as the

backbone of DNA and RNA[1, 2]. The chemical properties and reactivity of phos-

phates determine how these biomolecules are formed and cleaved, and therefore, phos-

phate diesters have been the subject of numerous theoretical and experimental studies

[3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18, 19, 20, 21,22, 23, 24, 25, 26].

A first approximation to understand phosphate diester reactivity is to characterize the

energetics of gas-phase model reactions for which a full quantum mechanical treat-

ment is possible. Of particular interest are studies that cover nucleophilic attack of

water or methanol on ethylene phosphate (EP), a model for thetransphosphorylation

and hydrolysis of RNA chains.

Previous computational studies on non-enzymatic phosphate hydrolysis reactions

[3, 9, 5, 11, 27, 12, 13, 17, 23, 24] have focused mainly on the so-called dianionic

and monoanionic reaction mechanisms, in which either a negatively charged nucle-

ophile (XO−; X=H,CH3) or a neutral one (XOH; X=H,CH3) attacks an unprotonated

phosphate diester molecule (i.e., dimethyl phosphate or ethylene phosphate). Very

few of these studies has addressed the effect of the sugar ring on the reaction. The

pKa values of phosphates (typically below 3) suggest that they are ionized in aqueous

solution around neutral pH, and hence are the most likely reactant species in non-

enzymatic hydrolysis. However, the protonation state of the phosphate esters in enzy-

matic hydrolysis, especially of the phosphorane transition states and intermediates, are
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not clear. Recent experimental and theoretical results suggest that the phosphoranes

exhibit significantly elevatedpK1

a (e.g., a value of 7.9 has been suggested for ethylene

phosphorane[27] and 8.6 for P(OH)5[28]). Consequently, it is important also to char-

acterize neutral reaction mechanisms since the charge state of the phosphorus species

can play an important role in the enzyme catalyzed reactions.

In this paper, we extend the scope of previous computationalwork [16, 29] to

consider neutral reaction mechanisms and to characterize the effect of the sugar ring

at a high level of theory and basis set. We have studied by means of density-functional

theory the following set of reactions:

XO(H) + PO2(H)(−O − Y − O) → XO − PO2(H) − (O − Y − O(H)) (1)

where X can be either hydrogen or methyl, and Y is eitherC2H4 or a ribose ring. These

reactions are illustrated schematically in Fig.1. We restrict the focus to in-line attack

mechanisms, and do not consider mechanisms that involve pseudorotation. Although

exploration and characterization of other mechanisms is important, the formation of

the pentacovalent intermediate that results from in-line attack is generally the rate

limiting step [30, 31]. Calculations were performed using density-functional theory

(B3LYP functional) at high basis set levels (6-31++G(d,p)/6-311++G(3df,2p)). Sol-

vation was approximated by the linear isotropic PCM dielectric continuum model[32,

33, 34]..

Non-enzymatic phosphoryl transfer reactions with quantumchemical methods have

been studied extensively with quantum chemical methods in order to quantify the influ-
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ence of factors that regulate reactivity. Numerous studieshave been performed in the

gas-phase [4, 3, 5, 17, 35], and in solution [9, 10, 6, 7, 8, 16,27, 18, 23, 24, 26, 36, 15,

37]. These studies utilize different levels of electronic structure theory, models for sol-

vation and other computational protocols that reduce the degree to which meaningful

cross-comparisons between studies can be made. The presentpaper presents calcula-

tions for a series of reactions carried out at a consistent level of theory and treatment

of solvation that helps unite and extend the results presented previously by different

authors with different methods. [4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 16, 27, 38, 39, 26, 23, 24, 40,?]

Consequently, the results should be of general utility and in particular provide a bench-

mark dataset for the optimization of semiempirical quantummodels that can be used in

the application of hybrid quantum mechanical/molecular mechanical methods to study

enzymatic phosphate hydrolysis reactions in biology[29].

2 Methods

2.1 Gas-phase calculations

All the structures in the gas-phase were optimized with Kohn-Sham density-functional

theory (DFT) methods, using the hybrid exchange functionalof Becke [41] and corre-

lation functional of Lee, Yang and Parr [42]. Frequency calculations were performed

to verify the nature of the stationary points on the potential energy surface (PES);

i.e., that there were no imaginary frequencies for minima, and only one imaginary

frequency for transition states. Geometries and frequencies were determined with a 6-
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31G++(d,p) basis set. Following geometry optimization, the electronic energies were

refined using a larger 6-311++G(3df,2p) basis set. This basis set is similar to that

used in the G2 method [43, 44], which typically yield atomization energies, ionization

energies and relative energies within1 kcal/mol of the experimental values. All the

calculations were done with the GAUSSIAN98 suite of programs [45].

The B3LYP/6-31G++(d,p) frequencies were used to evaluate the zero-point vibra-

tional energy (ZPVE), thermal vibrational contributions to the enthalpy, entropy and

Gibbs free energy at T=298 K within the harmonic oscillator approximation in the

canonical ensemble [46, 47]. The rotational and translational energies were treated

classically as (1/2)RT per degree of freedom. The thermodynamics relations and en-

ergy contributions calculated in the gas-phase are:

G = H − TS (2)

H = E + RT (3)

E = E0 + Evib + Erot + Etrans (4)

E0 = Ee + ZPV E (5)

where G, E, H, S and T are the Gibbs free energy, the energy, theenthalpy, the en-

tropy and the temperature (T=298 K), respectively, andEe, Evib, Erot andEtrans are

the electronic, thermal vibrational, rotational and translational energy components,

respectively. All quantities exceptEe andZPV E have an explicit temperature depen-

dence.

The most serious deficiencies of the evaluation of gas-phasefree energies in this
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work has to be attributed to dianions, for which sufficientlyflexible diffuse basis func-

tions are required for accurate calculations. On the other hand, the magnitude of the

gas-phase entropy calculated as the sum of the translational, rotational and vibrational

entropies calculated using the ideal-gas, rigid rotor and harmonic oscillator approxima-

tions often leads to a large overestimation of the entropy term for reactions in solution.

This is so since the harmonic approximation underestimatesthe entropy contribution

from low frequency modes. Besides, the consideration of infinitely separated reactants

with fully free translational and rotational degrees of freedom as the reference state

overestimates the entropy penalty associated to the approach of two reactants in so-

lution, since there is an overestimation of loss of translational and rotational degrees

of freedom upon approach of the two reactants. Finally, one should also consider that

there is a neglect of the changes in solute entropy upon the transfer from the gas-phase

to solution.

2.2 Solvation calculations

Solvent effects were treated using the polarizable continuum model (PCM) [32, 33,

34]. In this model, the solute molecule is embedded in a cavity of unit dielectric

that is surrounded by solvent modeled by a dielectric continuum. The cavity was

defined using the UAHF sets of radii [48]. The solute and solvent are coupled by a

reaction potential of the dielectric medium in response to the solute charge distribution.

The polarization of the solvent is represented by a charge densityσ introduced on the

surfaceS of the cavity surrounding the solute, and the correspondingreaction field
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potential takes the form

φ(r) =
∫

S
d2s

σ(s)

|r− s|
(6)

To check the sensitivity of solvation corrections to the method and basis set choice, the

solvation calculations were performed with two different electronic structure methods

(HF and B3LYP) and two different basis sets (6-31G(d) and 6-31+G(d)), for a total of

four combinations of theory/basis set (HF/6-31G(d), HF/6-31+G(d), B3LYP/6-31G(d)

and B3LYP/6-31+G(d)). The free energy in solution was calculated as a solvation free

energy correction to the gas-phase free energy as:

Gaq = Ggas + ∆Gsol (7)

where∆Gsol is the solvation free energy calculated as the the difference between the

electronic energies in solution and the gas-phase, plus theself-energy of the solvent

reaction-field along with an empirical term that account forthe non-electrostatic con-

tributions to the solvation free energy (sometimes referred to as the “cavitation” term)

[32, 49]. The solution free energies of the gas-phase stationary points from Equation

7 are then used to estimate the relative energies of the various stationary points in so-

lution, ∆Gi
aq with respect to the energies in solution of the separate reactants. The

relative values in solution with respect to the reactant areless affected by the basis set

and method choice than absolute solvation energy values, sothat the shape of the po-

tential energy surface in solution is similar for the different methods tested. Therefore,

and for the sake of brevity we chose only one method , HF/6-31+G*, to report aqueous
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free energies; the results obtained with the other methods are given as supplementary

material.

Due to the large number of structures considered, the solvation free energies were

calculated at the gas-phase B3LYP/6-31G++(d,p) geometries rather than performing

geometry optimizations in solution.

It is known that geometries can be affected by inclusion of solvent effects[16]

and a complete treatment of solvation should include geometry optimizations and

consideration of key explicit solvent molecules that form structural hydrogen bonds.

Nonetheless, the gas-phase geometry/continuum dielectric approximation applied here

can provide important qualitative insight into how solventaffects the energetics of the

different reactions[9, 10, 11]. Another drawback of the present calculations is the

lack of explicit solvent water molecules as effective catalyst for the intramolecular

proton transfers from phosphoryl oxygens to departing nucleophiles/leaving groups

in monoanionic and neutral reactions. Notice that water-mediated proton transfer has

been claimed to facilitate formation/cleavage of phosphoranes[50].

2.3 Nomenclature

To label the different structures along the reaction profile, we introduce the follow-

ing notation. There are reactants (REAC), hydrogen bonded complexes (HB), prod-

ucts (PROD), and pentacovalent phosphorane intermediates(INT) that are identified

as minima on the potential energy surface, as well as severaltransition states (TS1,

TS2 and TSINT). The name TS1 refers to the transition state for the approach of the
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nucleophile to the phosphate reactant, while TS2 refers to the transition state for the

endocyclic cleavage which connects the phosphorane intermediates to the products.

TSINT refers to transition states that connect different phosphorane intermediates (see

Result section for details).

The number of stationary point identified on the potential energy surface differs for

the dianionic, monoanionic and neutral reactions. In the case of dianionic reactions,

there are only REAC, TS1 and PROD structures. In the case of monoanionic and

neutral reactions there are more possibilities and the nomenclature is detailed below.

2.3.1 Monoanionic Reactions

In the case of water attack on ethylene phosphate, we have considered two type of

intermediates (Inta andIntb), which differ in the orientation of the equatorial pro-

ton (See Fig. 4). Considering that the five membered ring in ethylene phosphate is

not planar, the two equatorial phosphoryl oxygen are not equivalent, so that there are

two Inta and twoIntb structures. However, preliminary calculations showed almost

equivalent energetics (within 1 kcal/mol) and similar structures when protonating one

or the other oxygen, so that only one structure will be discussed here.

For the reaction with ribose ethylene phosphate, there are more isomers, according

to whether the protonated phosphoryl oxygen is exo or endo with respect to the ribose

ring. These two possibilities were specifically considered, and we distinguish both

structures with anexo andendo superscript (See Fig. 4).
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2.3.2 Neutral Reactions

In the neutral reactions, the stationary points identified are also reactants (REAC),

hydrogen bonded complexes (HB), transition states (TS), phosphorane intermediates

(INT) and products (PROD). However, the number of differentisomers is larger, as

the equatorial oxygens are both protonated and each proton can assume different ori-

entations. In this case we have introduced two subscripts which take into account the

orientation of each of the equatorial protons. The symbold refers to ”down” orienta-

tion of the equatorial proton according to the structures ofFig. 5, meaning that this

proton is oriented towards the oxygen of the nucleophile. The subscriptu refers to

the ”up” orientation, i.e., proton oriented towards the axial endocyclic oxygen (i.e. the

oxygen of the leaving group). As shown in Fig. 5, we use two subscripts in each

case, the first one refers to the orientation of the proton bound to the exo phosphoryl

oxygen, and the second one corresponds to the equatorial proton bound to the endo

oxygen (exo or endo with respect to the ribose ring).

3 Results and Discussion

The results of DFT calculations for the series of phosphate hydrolysis reactions are

presented and discussed. The section is organized into three main subsections that

focus on dianionic, monoanionic and neutral reactions, respectively. Each of these

subsections examines structures, and thermodynamic quantities in the gas-phase and

in solution. Particular attention is paid to the geometriesof the phosphorane interme-
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diates and the transition states corresponding to the formation of the exocyclic P-O

apical bond, the overall rate limiting transition state in all cases, and to the specific

protonation states that give rise to possible phosphorane isomers.

3.1 Dianionic reaction mechanism

3.1.1 Gas phase profile

The dianionic reaction mechanism corresponds to the attackof the anionic reactant

(hydroxide or methoxide) on the negatively charged phosphodiesters, ethylene phos-

phate and 2’,3’-ribose ethylene phosphate . These are the small molecule models for

mechanisms frequently proposed for enzymatic phosphate hydrolysis, where the attack

of an activated nucleophile (for example, deprotonated hydroxyl) occurs on the phos-

phate diester in its physiological anionic protonation state. This reaction has been stud-

ied previously on simpler model systems lacking the ribose ring[3, 9, 10, 11, 16, 18]

and the global features of the reaction profiles presented here (cf Figure3 and Table1)

are in accord with previous studies in that hydrolysis proceeds via direct in-line nucle-

ophilic displacement with inversion of configuration at thephosphorus. The rate limit-

ing transition state occurs early in the reaction, with distances between the phosphorus

and the incoming nucleophile oxygen around 2.645Å (cf. Table 2) and an endocyclic

P-Oax distance of 1.846̊A. The reaction proceeds directly from the transition stateto

the products without formation of stable pentacovalent dianionic phosphorane inter-

mediates. In the P-Oax distance range where stable intermediates are observed forthe

monoanionic and neutral reactions (see below), the potential energy surface is rather
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flat, but no stationary point was identified. Thus even if shallow intermediates exist,

they are not kinetically significant[51]. This type of mechanism is consistent with

kinetic 18O isotope effects[50] for the cleavage reaction of Uridine 3′-m–nitrobenzyl

phosphate (i.e., the reverse transesterification reactionto the methanolysis of cyclic

phosphate diesters discussed in the present work), supportive of a concerted type mech-

anism but with a late transition state (that is, equivalent to our early-type transition state

for the methanolysis reaction of the cyclic phosphodiester). In addition, on the basis

of leaving group effects, highly negative values forβlg (slope of Bronsted-type plots)

in the case of the hydroxide ion catalyzed transesterification cleavage of uridine 3’-

alkylphosphates[52, 53, 54] have been reported, suggesting that at the transition state

the departure of the corresponding alkoxide group is almostcomplete, which is again

in agreement with an early transition state for the methanolysis of cyclic phosphodi-

esters. Quite interestingly, a break in the Bronsted-type free energy relationship has

been recently reported[54] for the alkaline cyclisation ofuridine 3’-phosphate esters

atpKa values of the leaving group (the nucleophile in our case) lower than thepKa of

the 2’ oxyanion nucleophile. This convex break in the Bronsted plot has been taken as

an evidence of a transient intermediate.

The dianionic reaction has a very high activation energy barrier in the gas-phase,

it is of the order of 81 (ethylene phosphate) to 87 (2’,3’-ribose ethylene phosphate

) kcal/mol (see Table 1). The free energy barrier is higher by9 to 10 kcal/mol,

which reflects the loss of translational and rotational degrees of freedom in the di-
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anionic complexes, the inclusion of vibrational entropic contributions does not sig-

nificantly affect the shape of the reaction path. The high activation barrier results

largely from the coulombic repulsion between the two negatively charged ions in the

gas-phase[9, 10, 11]. The presence of the ribose ring lowersthe activation barrier by

5 kcal/mol with respect to ethylene phosphate, presumably due to its better ability

to delocalize the electronic charge and reduce the coulomb repulsion of the dianion.

Overall, the hydrolysis reaction is endothermic in the gas-phase. The nature of the

attacking group (methoxide vs. hydroxide) influences the reaction energetics for the

hydrolysis; i.e., when methoxide is the nucleophile, the reaction is more endothermic

by over 10 kcal/mol (see Table 1). This can be linked to the greater stability of the

methoxide reactant relative to hydroxide. The effect of theribose ring is fairly small

with respect to the barrier height and overall reaction energetics. It can be noted that

the backward reaction, i.e., that from the products to reactants 2’,3’-ribose ethylene

phosphate and methoxide is a model for the transphosphorylation step of RNA hydrol-

ysis. From the data presented here, the activation energy for this particular reaction is

32.8 kcal/mol, which is significantly less than that for the hydrolysis. The activation

energy for the backward hydrolysis reaction is higher (42.4kcal/mol) when hydrox-

ide is the leaving group, as expected, since hydroxide is a worst leaving group than

methoxide in bearing a negative charge in the gas-phase.
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3.1.2 Solution profile

To obtain a first approximation to the reaction profile in solution, we estimated the

solvation free energies (Gsol) of the gas-phase stationary points with the continuum

dielectric (PCM-UAHF) methods as discussed in section 2.2 (Tables 1, S9, S10 and

S11).

It can be seen that for the dianionic reaction, the solvationfree energy of the sepa-

rate reactants is significantly less favorable than that of the transition state and product.

This is in accord with the expectation that a dianionic species is more favorably sol-

vated than two monoanionic reactants[11]. The large favorable solvation of dianionic

transition states leads to a significant reduction of the activation barrier in solution. The

barrier is lowered to 45-55 kcal/mol depending on the natureof the reactants. In the

gas-phase, the activation barrier for the 2’,3’-ribose ethylene phosphate reaction was

somewhat lower, while as the transition state for the 2’,3’-ribose ethylene phosphate

compounds are bulkier, they are less well solvated and therefore the estimated barriers

in solution for the 2’,3’-ribose ethylene phosphate reactions are similar, or even some-

what higher than those obtained for ethylene phosphate. A detailed comparison of the

solution barriers for the various reactants and nucleophiles would necessitate obtaining

stationary points in solution. Nevertheless, the current data indicate that the barriers

are similar for all reactions.

These data also highlights the importance of the consideration of the solvent to un-

derstand the hydrolysis reactions, as noted in earlier studies. [10, 11]. For the reverse
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(i.e., transphosphorylation) reaction, the effect of solvation on the activation barrier is

quantitatively much less important than for the hydrolysisstep, as the reactants are also

dianionic; solvation reduces the activation barrier by about 10 kcal/mol. The differ-

ence in solvation free energies with the different methods employed tend to cancel out

when calculating relative energies. This can be seen in Fig.7, where we depict the val-

ues of the solvation free energies for the different speciescalculated at HF/6-31+G*,

B3LYP/6-31G* and B3LYP/6-31+G* versus the HF/6-31G* values. The inclusion of

diffuse functions tend to slightly increase the solvation free energy (in absolute value),

whereas the B3LYP method has a larger effect and gives smaller (in absolute value)

solvation free energies than Hartree-Fock in all cases. However, these trends are con-

sistent for all the structures treated, and hence, the barriers calculated in solution with

the different methods are similar. As stated in the method section, only HF/6-31+G*

numbers are included in Tables 1, 3 and 6.

3.2 Monoanionic reaction mechanism

3.2.1 Gas phase profile

Monoanionic reactions correspond to either the attack of anactivated nucleophile (i.e.

OH- or CH3O-) on the neutral phosphate or to the attack of a neutral nucleophile

(water or methanol) on the phosphate in its usual charge state (-1). Monoanionic reac-

tions have been proposed in enzymatic systems [55] where theattack of an incoming

charged nucleophile would be accompanied by a proton transfer from a nearby general

acid to the phosphate, which would facilitate the attack.
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For the reactions considered here in the gas-phase, identical stationary point are

obtained for the attack of an anionic nucleophile on the neutral phosphate and the

attack of the neutral nucleophile on the anionic phosphate,so that except in the reac-

tant stage, the potential energy surfaces are identical. The initial step in the gas-phase

reaction for the attack of water (or methanol) on the monoanionic phosphates is the

formation of an H-bonded complex between the reactants (seeTable 3 and Fig. 4).

The stability of the hydrogen bonded complex is quite significant in the gas-phase due

to favorable electrostatic interactions (-15.5 kcal/mol in energy) but the entropic con-

tribution to complex formation is unfavorable, as expected, and hence in free energy,

the stability is only -3.3 kcal/mol (Table 3). The geometry of the complex differs if

water or methanol is used as nucleophile, with water two slightly elongated hydrogen

bonds are formed with the non-bridging phosphoryl oxygens (approximately 2.1̊A),

whereas CH3OH forms a single strong hydrogen bond (approximately 1.75Å). If the

reactants used for initial gas-phase geometry optimization are the neutral phosphate

and anionic nucleophile, no stable complex is formed where the phosphate oxygen is

the H-bond donor. This is expected from the relative gas-phase proton affinities of the

reactants; i.e. when the neutral phosphate and anionic nucleophile interact, a proton

transfer occurs and the only stable H-bonded complex that can be identified correspond

to the neutral nucleophile donating the H-bond to the anionic phosphate oxygen.

As the reaction proceeds to the rate-limiting transition state, the proton forming the

hydrogen bond is transferred from the nucleophile to one of the non-bridging phospho-
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ryl oxygens. This proton transfer is almost complete in the transition state, as the dis-

tance between the incoming O and the proton (1.4 - 1.5Å) is significantly longer than

the distance between the phosphoryl Ophos. and the hydrogen (1.0 - 1.1̊A). The H-O-H

angle however deviates significantly from linearity (134-137o, see 5). and theO−−O

distance (proton donor and acceptor) is between 2.308 and 2.325 Å . Experimental

results on cleavage and isomerization of RNA phosphodiester bonds[56, 57, 53], sug-

gests a similar mechanism, in which the rate-limiting transition state corresponds to

exocyclic cleavage of the phosphorane concerted with proton transfer to the departing

alkoxide. In this sense, it has been shown that in the case of phosphorane monoanionic

triesters, for which intramolecular proton transfer from the phosphoryl oxygen to the

leaving group is not an option, isomerization is 105 times faster than the cleavage.

However, in phosphorane diesters isomerization is only 1 to2 orders of magnitude

faster than cleavage. Besides, also consistent with a proton transfer to the leaving

group concerted with the rate-limiting bond rupture, the experimental[56]βlg of the

cleavage is only moderately negative, -0.59, as compared with the high negative value

for the hydroxide-ion-catalyzed reaction of phosphodiester monoanions[52], -1.28, in

which the alkoxide departs unprotonated.

In general, there are large departures from the ideal 180o in theOax − P − Oax

angle in the transition state; values between 159o and 164o are obtained (Table 4).

Regarding the distance between the nucleophile and the phosphorus in TS1, they are

all very similar, 2.235 - 2.265̊A with slightly longer P–OX distances for methanol
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than for water. For the attack on 2’,3’ ribose ethylene phosphate, the P–OX distances

in the transition state are shorter than for ethylene phosphate. The transition states

TS1’s of the monoanionic reactions are more associative than the transition states of

the dianionic reactions, in which the values of P–OX and P-OCdistances at TS1 were

longer than in the present case. Due to the geometry of the phosphate reactant the two

non-bridging equatorial oxygens are not equivalent, so that two transition states are

identified (labeled exo and endo for 2’,3’-ribose ethylene phosphate as a reactant, see

Figure 4). However, there is very little difference in the activation barriers and overall

geometries between the two structures.

The gas-phase energy barrier between the reactants (taken as the neutral nucle-

ophile and charged phosphate) and rate limiting transitionstate are 21-25 kcal/mol,

while the corresponding free energy barriers are 32-35 kcal/mol (see Table 3). The

barriers with respect to the stable hydrogen bonded complexare of course higher,

but in free energy the difference is only about 3 kcal/mol. For instance, in the case

of a methanol attack on 2’,3’ ribose ethylene phosphate the gas-phase free energy

barrier with respect to separated methanol and charged phosphate is 34.2 kcal/mol

for TS1Exo, while the barrier with respect to the hydrogen bonded complex is 37.8

kcal/mol. It is also possible to consider taking the anionicnucleophile and neutral

phosphate as the reference energy. However, these reactants are much higher in en-

ergy than the charged phosphate and neutral nucleophile (by50-65 kcal/mol in the

gas-phase, see Table 3). In solution, the difference in energy is less (See Table 3,
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the anionic nucleophile and neutral phosphate are only about 10-15 kcal/mol higher

than the negative phosphate and neutral nucleophile) ) but the lowest energy species

remains the neutral nucleophile and anionic phosphate, as expected. It is thus clear

that in the gas-phase, the activation barrier is significantly lower for the monoanionic

reaction than for the dianionic one.

The potential energy surface for the monoanionic reaction is more complex than

for the dianionic one. Indeed, as the reaction proceeds fromthe exocyclic transition

state, stable pentacovalent compounds are formed (i.e., phosphoranes). They are the

intermediates of the reaction and they have a distorted trigonal bipyramid structure.

The central phosphorus atom is bound to 5 oxygens, two of themoccupy axial posi-

tions (Oax) and other three occupy equatorial positions. These intermediates are higher

in energy than the reactants by 13-15 kcal/mol (see Table 3).For the monoanionic re-

action of 2’,3’-ribose ethylene phosphate four of these intermediates can be identified

(cf. Figure 4) that differ in the position and relative orientation of the proton bound

to the equatorial oxygens. Indeed, the proton can be bound toeach equatorial oxy-

gen, as these are not equivalent (labeled exo and endo, cf. Figure 4). The proton can

then be oriented either towards the incoming nucleophile oxygen (Inta) or towards the

departing leaving group oxygen (Intb, Figure 4).

These stable intermediates occur at different stages on thereaction pathway. In

the transition state of nucleophilic attack (TS1), the proton that has been transferred

from the incoming nucleophile is still oriented towards it,and this orientation is kept
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in the subsequent intermediate (Inta). A rotation of the equatorial proton then occurs

leading to the transition state (TSINT, cf. Figure 4) where the proton is situated in the

equatorial plane. This transition state is associated witha significant barrier of about

10 kcal/mol with respect to the intermediates, and show similar gas-phase energies

to those of the transition states for nucleophilic attack (see Table 3). This rotation of

the proton bound to the equatorial oxygen is an interesting feature of the gas-phase

potential energy surface. The barrier for rotation of the proton is wide enough that the

probability of tunneling is negligible.

In the case of water as the nucleophile, the rotation of the proton is coupled to

pseudorotation of the phosphorane intermediate. This typeof coupling between the

rotation of the P-OH bonds and pseudorotation has also been identified in the past[58].

Therefore, a transition state for pure proton rotation cannot be identified as a stationary

point on the potential energy surface. A discussion of pseudorotation mechanisms [25]

is beyond the scope of the present paper, and we did not characterize this transition

state further. A similar feature had been noticed by Tole andLim[5, 6] in their early

studies of hydroxyl ion attack on methyl ethylene phosphate, a different but related

monoanionic system. There was found to occur from the transition state that has an

axial hydroxyl group to place it in an equatorial position.

In the case of methanol as a nucleophile a transition state that corresponds clearly to

the rotation of the proton around the P-Oeq bond is identified. The attack of methanol

on ethylene phosphate was previously studied by Lim and Tole, at the HF/3-21+G*
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level and a transition state for proton rotation was observed by them[59].

The proton rotation leads to a different intermediate (Intb, Figure 4) where the

proton is now oriented towards the leaving group oxygen, thus facilitating its depar-

ture through the final (TS2) transition state. The intermediates subsequent to proton

rotationIntb are identified both in the case of OH- and CH3O- as nucleophiles.

The final (TS2) transition states correspond to the breakingof the axial endocyclic

P-O bond (see Fig. 4). The bond breakage is accompanied by a proton transfer to the

leaving group oxygen. The proton is closer to the equatorialoxygen and further from

the leaving group axial oxygen in TS2 than in TS1 for exocyclic cleavage. (see Tables

4 and 5). In fact the distance between the Ophos. and the hydrogen is only slightly

elongated with respect to what is observed in the stable intermediate. Correspondingly,

the distance between the hydrogen and the leaving apical oxygen is significantly longer

(1.70 to 1.75Å) than in the exocyclic TS (1.4 to 1.5̊A). The H-O-H angles deviate

even more from linearity in the endocyclic TS (120o - 125o), and the O–O distance

between proton donor and acceptor are slightly longer, 0.1Å . On the other hand,

in the presence of a ribose ring, both exo and endo transitionstates are very similar,

but the exo transition states are located slightly later in the reaction coordinate, being

the P-OC distances at the transition state slightly longer for exo transition states, and

correspondingly, the proton transfer is slightly more advanced at exo transition states

than at endo ones.

As for exocyclic attack, two TS2 are identified (exo and endo,cf. Figure 4), they
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are similar in energy and they are lower in energy than the other TS by 10 kcal/mol,

and thus not rate limiting (cf. Table 3 and Figure 4).

From this transition state, the rupture of the endocyclic P-O axial bond occurs,

together with the transfer of the hydrogen on the leaving group oxygen. This yields

a product with a charged phosphate group and neutral ribose ring, as expected. In

the gas-phase, an intramolecular H bond remains formed in this product between the

ribose hydroxyl and a phosphoryl oxygen. This internal hydrogen bond stabilizes the

reaction product in the gas-phase, so that overall, and contrary to the dianionic case,

the reaction in exothermic. More extended geometries in which the internal hydrogen

bond is broken are higher in energy by around 10 kcal/mol (data not shown).

3.2.2 Solution profile

As for the dianionic case, some important changes are observed when∆Gi
aq and

∆Gi
gas are compared, which highlight the consideration of the solvent to understand

these reactions. For the monoanionic species, the free energy of solvation of the gas-

phase stationary points on the potential energy surface is generally less favorable than

the solvation of the separate reactants (see Table 3), as expected since the complexes

have the same charge as the reactants and have larger radii.

The consequence is that the activation barrier for the monoanionic reactions in-

creases by about 5 to 10 kcal/mol when passing from gas-phaseto solution. The mag-

nitude of this solvation effect is smaller than was observedfor the dianionic species

(see Tables 3 and S12). Therefore, the main effect of solvation is to bring the acti-
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vation free energies for the monoanionic and dianionic reactions much closer than in

the gas-phase. Thus, for example forCH3O(H) attack on 2’,3’ ribose ethylene phos-

phate, we have a gas-phase free energy barrier of 92.98 kcal/mol and 34.18 kcal/mol

for dianionic and monoanionic reactions, respectively. However, in solution, the bar-

riers are 45.05 kcal/mol and 43.25 kcal/mol with solvent contributions evaluated at

B3LYP/6-31+G* level of theory. Thus the barriers differ by about 60 kcal/mol in the

gas-phase but only about 2 kcal/mol in solution. These results are in agreement with

previousab initio studies [3, 9, 5, 11, 27, 12, 31].

Solvation data presented here are single point energetic estimates on gas-phase

structures, and explicit geometry optimization in solution could result in somewhat

different structures. Region of the gas-phase potential energy surface where structures

are likely to be affected by solvation are the stable H bondedcomplex forming at the

beginning of the gas-phase reaction, which is unlikely to form in solution, as there will

be competition from water molecules forming H-bonds with both reactants. The tran-

sition state for proton rotation that connects the two intermediates is better solvated

than the other transition states which is expected in view ofits smaller size and hydro-

gen atom pointing towards the solvent and so the rotation profile could be affected by

solvation. (cf. Figure 4 and Tables 3 and S12).
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3.3 Neutral reaction mechanism

3.3.1 Gas phase profile

The neutral reaction corresponds to the attack of water (or methanol) on the proto-

nated phosphate. Although phosphates will be anionic at physiological (neutral) pH,

acid catalyzed hydrolysis can proceed through the neutral mechanism at very low pH

(i.e., for instance thepKa of Dimethyl Phosphate is 1.29[27]). Moreover, phosphorane

intermediates are more basic than phosphates[27, 19], so that neutral phosphoranes can

be relevant to reactions at near neutral pH. Relative energies with respect to the sepa-

rate neutral reactants (protonated phosphate and water/methanol) can be found in Ta-

ble 6, relevant geometrical information are found in Tables7 and 8. Full information

on solvation free energies and aqueous free energy barrierswith various theoretical

levels can be found in Tables S14 and S15 in the supplementarymaterial.

The reaction profile for the neutral reaction resembles in many aspects that of the

monoanionic reaction mechanism. However, as both the nucleophile and phosphate

are protonated, the number of isomers for the transition states are twice that observed

for the monoanionic reactions, since the two protons that become bound to the equa-

torial oxygens can assume two different orientations (see Figure 5 and discussion

below). The first step of the neutral reaction in the gas-phase is the formation of a sta-

ble hydrogen-bonded (HB) complex. However, this kind of complexes are kinetically

irrelevant, specially in aqueous solution where positive free aqueous energies are cal-

culated with respect to the infinitely separated reactants.The reaction then proceeds
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to the TS for exocyclic cleavage. Four distinct TS are identified when a ribose ring is

present. All of them correspond to a nucleophilic attack on the phosphorus atom cou-

pled with a proton transfer from the nucleophile to one of theequatorial oxygens. This

type of mechanism in which P-O bond formation/rupture is coupled with proton trans-

fer between phosphoryl oxygen and nucleophile has also beenconsidered based on

theβlg values of leaving groups on the cleavage of RNA neutral phosphodiesters[53],

which are only negative and thus, suggest that the leaving group in these reaction de-

parts as an alcohol. In the case of a ribose ring present, we classified the two equatorial

oxygens as being exo or endo with respect to the ribose ring, and therefore, there are

two exo and two endo transition states (see Fig. 5), classified according to the equa-

torial oxygen that receives the proton in the transition state. For each of the exo and

endo transition states, there are two possibilities, depending on the orientation of the

other equatorial proton (the one that is already present in the phosphate reactant). As a

result, in two of the TS1 transition states,TS1exo
dd andTS1endo

dd , both protons attached

to the equatorial oxygens points towards the nucleophile, while in the two other tran-

sition states,TS1exo
du andTS1endo

ud , one proton points towards the nucleophile and the

other towards the leaving group. The energies of the different transition states with

respect to the reactants (see Table 6) do not differ much, even when comparing the

reaction with different nucleophiles and with/without ribose ring. All the gas-phase

free energy barrier lie within 36-38 kcal/mol. Larger differences are observed in the

geometries (see Table 7 and 8). When both equatorial protonsare pointing towards the
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nucleophile, the P-Oaxial distance to the nucleophile O is longer, around 2.1̊A , than

when one proton points up and the other down, around 1.95Å (cf. Table 7). These P-

O axial distances are shorter than in the monoanionic (longer than 2.2Å see Table. 4)

or dianionic case (around 2.6̊A , Table 2). An important conclusion, therefore, is that

the degree of associative/dissociative character is highly influenced by the protonation

state of the system, augmenting the associative character of the transition states as the

total charge decreases. The geometry for proton transfer inthe TS also differs between

the monoanionic and neutral cases. In the neutral TS1’s, theproton from the incom-

ing nucleophile is almost equidistant from the nucleophileoxygen and the phosphoryl

oxygen (see Table 8), while in the monoanionic case (Table 5), the distance to the

equatorial O is much shorter than to the nucleophile O. It is remarkable to note that

βlg values for the transesterification cleavage of neutral phosphodiesters[53] are less

negative, namely -0.12, than for monoanionic phosphodiesters, -0.59, consistent with a

higher degree of proton sharing between the nucleophile andthe phosphoryl oxygen at

the neutral transition states than in monoanionic reactions. The reaction then proceeds

to the formation of stable neutral phosphorane intermediates. There are four distinct

neutral phosphorane intermediates depending on the orientation of the protons at the

phosphoryl equatorial oxygens (see Figure 5), labeled asINTdu, INTdd, INTdu and

INTuu. We notice however, that barriers for the connection of these intermediates are

small and much lower in every case than the barriers implied by TS1 or TS2 (exo and

endocyclic cleavage) type transition states. All the phosphorane intermediates lie very
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close in energy. In general the following trend is observed:i) alternant orientation

of the protons, ud or du, is favored ii) intermediates resultant from water attack show

somewhat lower relative energies than intermediates resultant from methanol attack,

specially if for the intermediates that show the equatorialprotons oriented towards the

nucleophile (”down” orientation). In general our data agree with the results obtained

in [27]. All these intermediates can be formally connected by transition states corre-

sponding to different single equatorial proton rotations as shown schematically in Fig.

6. However, we found that in many cases these rotations were coupled with pseudoro-

tation of the whole structure at the transition state (TSINTtransition states). Transition

states with a significant pseudorotation character showOax − P − Oax angles around

160o. A full discussion of these types of transition states are beyond the scope of the

present paper, an interesting discussion of pseudorotation processes in oxyphospho-

ranes can be found in ref [25]. Barriers for the connection ofthese intermediates are

small and much lower in every case than the barriers implied by in-line TS1 or TS2

(exo and endocyclic cleavage) type transition states. Fromthe neutral intermediates,

the reaction can proceed to endocyclic cleavage, only if at least one proton is oriented

towards the leaving group so as to protonate it. Four transition states that have the

proton in this orientation are identified (cf. Figure 6). Again, when a ribose ring is

presented, the transition states can be classified exo or endo, depending on whether the

proton transfer to the leaving group is exo or endo. Overall,these TS for endocyclic

cleavage are lower in energy than those for exocyclic cleavage (by about 6 kcal/mol)
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and thus they are not rate limiting. In the neutral transition state for endocyclic cleav-

age, the proton is shared between the leaving group oxygen and one equatorial oxygen,

as was already observed for the exocyclic TS (cf. Table 8 and Fig. 5). The products

are finally formed by cleavage of the P-OC bond and simultaneous transfer of one of

the phosphoryl hydrogen to the leaving group. An internal H-bond is maintained, as

for the monoanionic case. The reactions energetics of the neutral and monoanionic

reactions are similar in the gas-phase (see Tables 3 and 6).

3.3.2 Solution profile

Solvation has a relatively minor effect on the reaction energetics of the neutral reaction

(see Table 6), as compared to monoanionic or dianionic reactions. Solvation, never-

theless, tend to favor the separated reactants, and therefore, we obtain higher relative

energies in solution than in the gas-phase. The hydrogen bonded complexes formed

at the beginning and end of the gas-phase reaction are significantly destabilized by

solvation, suggesting that they would not occur in solution; a geometry optimization

would be needed confirm they remain present in water. As for the transition states and

intermediates, they also show higher relative energies in solution, but the favorable sol-

vation free energy of separated reactants is somewhat balanced by the higher polariza-

tion of the P-O bonds in phosphorane structures than in tetravalent phosphate species.

Overall the shape of the neutral reactions are very similar to that of the monoanionic

reactions. However, the energies and free energies of the neutral phosphorane inter-

mediates with respect to the neutral reactants differs fromthe monoanionic case (see
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Table 6), the neutral phosphoranes being significantly morestable, between 14-18

kcal/mol for neutrals, and between 25-28 kcal/mol for monoanionic ones. Therefore,

an important consequence is that the barrier for the dissociation of the intermediates

into products/reactants are significantly higher for the neutral than for the monoanionic

reaction path. This along with the low barriers for the interconversion among interme-

diates, suggest that neutral phosphorane intermediates will show sufficient lifetime to

pseudorotate and therefore the endocyclic cleavage reaction can be proceed from vari-

ous possible intermediates.

3.4 Reaction pathways of cyclic phosphodiesters

The hydrolysis of phosphodiesters is generally thought to follow an associative mech-

anism (see [60, 61, 62] and ref. cited therein) and the stationary points identified here

for the hydrolysis reactions of cyclic phosphodiesters clearly agree with that view. Sig-

nificant differences in the structures of the transition states according to the total charge

are nevertheless observed, and it is of interest to examine the degree of bond break-

ing/forming at the different stationary points along the reaction pathway. We compared

the bond lengths between the nucleophile/leaving group andphosphorus in the transi-

tion states and intermediates with their values in the product or reactants, respectively

(see Fig.8). Significant bond formation occurs between the nucleophile and phospho-

rus in the rate limiting transition states for hydrolysis, while the distance to the leaving

group is only slightly increased with respect to the distance in the reactants. This is the

hallmark of an associative mechanism[63], confirming earlyexperimental studies in
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which it was remarked that dissociative mechanism is highlyunlikely for the hydrol-

ysis of phosphodiesters[60]. More recent18O kinetic isotope studies[50] and determi-

nation ofβlg Bronsted-type slopes for the cleavage of hydroxide-ion-catalyzed RNA

phosphodiester bonds[52, 53, 54, 64] also support an associative mechanism even for

the dianionic reaction. However, the degree of bond formingto the nucleophile varies

significantly with the total charge, with the dianionic reaction having the longest P-

OX distance, and hence the least associative transition state. For the monoanionic and

neutral reactions, the transition state occurs with more bond formation to the nucle-

ophile than in the dianionic reaction. It can, however, be seen that the elongation of

the bond lengths in the transition states with respect to thereactant/product value (cf.

Fig. 9a) remains small in all cases (it is at most 30% for the dianionic case), which

is in agreement with the associative character of the reactions. Interestingly, for the

neutral reactions, the orientation of the equatorial protons (cf. Figures 4 and 5) influ-

ences the geometry of the transition states: when both protons are oriented towards the

nucleophile, the transition state occurs earlier (i.e. with less bond formation between

the nucleophile and phosphorus) than when one of the protonsis oriented towards the

leaving group. This is in accord with the Hammond postulate[65, 16]. For the neutral

and monoanionic reactions, the reaction proceeds through the formation of phospho-

rane intermediates, and in those cases, the bonds to both thenucleophile and leaving

group are only at most 10% longer than in the reactants/products. The formation of

these stable phosphoranes is also a clear indication of an associative mechanism. For
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the neutral and monoanionic reactions, departure of the leaving group occurs from the

intermediates, while the bond to the nucleophile remains close to the product value.

The elongation in the transition states for leaving group departures (TS2, cf. Figures

4 and 5) is at most 25% of the reactant/product state. The link between the geome-

tries and energies is presented in Figure9. The calculated activation barriers with

respect to the separate reactions are similar for all reactions. The intermediate clearly

appear as low energy structures and increased stability of the neutral phosphoranes

is seen. For the neutral and monoanionic reactions, the ratedetermining transition

state is always that for attack of the nucleophile rather than departure of the leaving

group. For the dianionic mechanism, the transition state also corresponds to attack of

the nucleophile rather than departure of the leaving group.This seems to be coherent

with experimental kinetic analysis [54, 64] of isomerization and cleavage reactions of

RNA phosphodiesters. Quantitative estimates of reaction barriers would require more

detailed calculations, including geometry optimization in solution and possibility of

water-mediated proton transfer, which has been shown to play an important role facil-

itating the proton transfer in monoanionic and neutral reactions[50].

4 Concluding Discussion

We have present an extensive computational study of a variety of cyclic phosphodiester

hydrolysis reactions. The calculations and discussion focused on the most relevant

stationary points of each potential energy surface to explain the in-line mechanism
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for this important set of biological reactions. From our systematic studies, we con-

firm that the transition state corresponding to the initial attack of the nucleophile on

the phosphate is the rate-limiting transition state of the reaction. This trend is pre-

served regardless of the particular nucleophile, the presence/absence of a ribose ring

in the model phosphate or the inclusion of solvent effects. The total charge of the

system is the main factor that determines the energetic trends in the gas-phase: the

largest barriers are for the dianionic mechanism, while themonoanionic and neutral

reactions have similar energetics and smaller barriers. Another important effect of the

total charge is the existence and stability of phosphorane intermediates. No gas-phase

intermediates are observed for the dianionic reaction. Monoanionic intermediates are

found in the gas-phase, but the barrier for their dissociation to the products is very

low. Neutral phosphorane intermediates, on the other hand,have significant barriers

for dissociation to both reactants and products, which suggest that they could have a

significant lifetime in the gas-phase. Phosphoranes that have kinetically significant

lifetimes may undergo protonation/deprotonation from solvent, or pseudorotation that

may alter the stereochemical outcome of the reaction and lead to products involving

migration[2, 31, 1]. The data presented here are thus coherent with the observation

that isomerization reactions leading to migration products are catalyzed under acidic

conditions[1] (which favor neutral phosphoranes). The total charge also influences the

geometry of the transition state and intermediates.
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All the reactions presented here correspond to associativemechanism, yet differ-

ences are observed with the total charge. The rate limiting transition state becomes

gradually more associative, with P–OX bonds decreasing by 0.69Åand P-Oax by 0.17

Å when going from the -2 to the neutral reaction. Concurrently, the Oax-P-Oax angles

approach linearity as the negative charge of the system decreases. Thus, the average

Oax-P-Oax for monoanionic intermediates is 161.9o, whereas for neutral intermedi-

ates is 178.4o. Solvent has a dramatic effect on the relative energies withrespect to

the infinitely separated reactants and serves to equalize the barriers for the dianionic,

monoanionic and neutral mechanisms. Our calculations alsohighlight similarities with

the hydrolysis mechanism of non-cyclic phosphate such as monomethyl[36, 15] and

dimethyl phosphate[66]. Indeed, in an early study of the mechanism for associative

monomethyl phosphate hydrolysis in gas-phase and in solution[36, 15], it was ob-

served that the monoanionic and neutral reaction mechanismproceed by proton trans-

fer from the nucleophile to the phosphate reactant, and thatsolvation raises the acti-

vation barrier for the neutral and monoanionic reactions, while it leads to a significant

lowering of activation free energy for the dianionic case. Arecent study[66] of the di-

anionic and monoanionic mechanism for the hydrolysis of dimethyl phosphate reached

similar conclusions. Our work also showed that for the monoanionic and neutral reac-

tions, proton transfer from the nucleophile to the phosphate is an essential step of the

reaction. Moreover, we characterized various isomers of the monoanionic and neutral

transition states and showed that for ribose ethylene phosphate, both exo/endo proton
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transfer lead to very similar barriers.

We also showed that isomerization of the protonated phosphoranes play an essen-

tial role in the reaction pathway and are associated with significant energy barriers in

the gas-phase. This is a point that has important mechanistic implications for enzyme

catalyzed reactions i.e. it shows that for neutral and monoanionic reactions, the orien-

tation of protons attached to the equatorial oxygen has an important role in facilitating

attack/departure of the nucleophiles, and that the change in proton orientation is an

component of the reaction path that should not be overlooked.

This work has implications for mechanistic interpretationof phosphate hydrolysis

in biological system, particularly in RNA hydrolysis wherecyclic phosphate interme-

diates are commonly encountered. In enzymatic systems, it is often postulated that a

general acid protonates the phosphate and/or a base activates the nucleophile. Here it

is seen that in the simple gas-phase model system constituted of phosphate and nucle-

ophile, the nucleophile acts as the general acid and the phosphate as the general base.

These data provide important insight into the intrinsic reactivity of the phosphates in

the absence of surrounding enzyme or solvent and therefore provide a reference point

for understanding more complex systems in which catalysis occurs. It can also be

taken as a high-level density functional theory dataset of reactions for which more ap-

proximate models, such as focused semi-empirical treatments, can be developed and

tested.
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Figure 1: Scheme for the in-line mechanism in phosphate ester hydrolysis.
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Figure 2: Phosphate reactants: Ethylene phosphate (EP-), protonated ethylene phos-
phate (EPH), 2’,3’ ribose cyclic phosphate (REP), and protonated 2’,3’ ribose cyclic
phosphate (REPH).
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Figure 3: Dianionic Potential Energy Surface. B3LYP/6-31++G(d,p) optimized ge-
ometries of the separate reactants, transition state and product for the in-line methoxide
attack on ribose ethylene phosphate.
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Figure 4: Monoanionic Potential Energy Surface. B3LYP/6-31++G(d,p) optimized
geometries of transition states and intermediates for the in-line methanol attack on
ribose ethylene phosphate.
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Figure 5: Neutral Potential Energy Surface. B3LYP/6-31++G(d,p) optimized geome-
tries of transition states and intermediates that corresponds to the in-line mechanism
of the nucleophilic attack of methanol on 2p,3p-cyclic ribose ethylene phosphate. The
dd, du , ud anduu superscripts refers to the orientation (up or down) of the equatorial
protons.
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Figure 6: Transition States connecting the intermediates in the neutral potential energy
surface.
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B3LYP/6-31G* and B3LYP/6-31+G*. Top diagram shows how qualitative trends are
conserved among the different methods. Notice how the solvation free energies can
be clustered according to the total charge of the compound. Bottom diagram: Solva-
tion free energies for the monoanionic phosphates and phosphoranes species shown in
detail.
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Table 1: Dianionic reactions: Relative energies in the gas-phase with respect to the
separate reactants for the XO− + EP−/REP− reactions (X=CH3, H; REP=2’,3’-cyclic
ribose ethylene phosphate, EP−=ethylene phosphate). Numbers are in kcal/mol.Ee

corresponds to the electronic energy calculated at our bestlevel of theory (see Meth-
ods). Contributions from Zero-Point Vibrational Energy, enthalpy and entropy are
estimated at B3LYP/6-31++G(d,p). Last column for each reaction type corresponds to
the relative free energy in aqueous solution∆Gaq, obtained from the sum of∆Ggas

and the∆∆Gsol solvent contributions (See Methods) evaluated at HF/6-31+G*

∆Ee ∆E0 ∆H ∆G ∆Gaq ∆Ee ∆E0 ∆H ∆G ∆Gaq

Reaction: HO− + EP− Reaction: HO− + REP−

TS1 86.71 87.14 86.43 95.94 43.4681.32 81.80 81.14 90.56 54.11
PROD 35.88 37.00 36.60 44.89 20.4538.89 39.77 39.34 47.85 23.10

Reaction: CH3O− + EP− Reaction: CH3O− + REP−

TS1 87.17 87.31 87.13 98.33 44.0781.97 82.12 82.05 92.98 45.83
PROD 44.10 46.34 46.51 56.64 19.8349.16 51.14 51.33 61.63 25.18
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Table 2: P-O axial bond distances (Å) and angle (in degrees) for all the stationary
points characterized for the XO− + (R)EP− reactions using B3LYP/6-31+G(d,p) level
of theory.

P–OX P–OC Oax-P-Oax P–OX P–OC Oax-P-Oax

HO- + EP- HO- + REP-
TS1 2.627 1.834 163.07 2.645 1.846 162.9
PROD 1.700 91.4 1.700 4.264 103.9

CH3O- + EP- CH3O- + REP-
TS1 2.627 1.834 163.07 2.645 1.846 162.9
PROD 1.700 5.136 89.6 1.707 4.599 108.6
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Table 3: Monoanionic reaction: Relative energies in the gas-phase with respect to
the separate reactants for the XOH + EP−/REP− reactions (X=CH3, H). Numbers
are in kcal/mol.Ee corresponds to the electronic energy calculated at our bestlevel
of theory (see Methods). Contributions from Zero-Point Vibrational Energy, enthalpy
and entropy are estimated at B3LYP/6-31++G(d,p). Last column for each reaction type
corresponds to the relative free energy in aqueous solution(∆Gaq), obtained from the
sum of∆Ggas and the∆∆Gsol solvent contributions (See Methods) evaluated at HF/6-
31+G*.

∆Ee ∆E0 ∆H ∆G ∆Gaq ∆Ee ∆E0 ∆H ∆G ∆Gaq

Reaction: HOH + EP− Reaction: CH3OH + EP−

HB -15.27 -12.82 -13.36 -4.59 8.93 -14.65 -13.49 -13.22 -4.86 7.50
TS1 22.88 23.73 22.23 34.26 42.1421.84 21.29 20.63 32.96 41.94
Inta 13.34 16.45 15.07 27.12 26.6813.73 15.44 14.77 27.85 30.72
TSINT – – – – – 22.65 23.26 22.52 35.58 35.77
Intb 13.76 16.29 15.24 26.32 25.8813.73 15.44 14.77 27.85 30.72
TS2 13.70 15.83 14.35 26.37 29.5013.78 14.78 13.85 27.29 31.90
PROD -19.36 -16.33 -17.31 -6.76 0.88-19.35 -17.52 -17.84 -6.32 6.72

XO− + EPH 61.02 60.98 60.96 62.06 13.7152.11 49.71 49.72 50.24 15.61

Reaction: HOH + REP− Reaction: CH3OH + REP−

HB -14.51 -11.94 -12.53 -3.29 10.27-14.00 -12.68 -12.47 -3.62 9.18
TS1Exo 24.48 25.07 23.66 35.33 39.5323.64 22.80 22.24 34.18 43.96
TS1Endo 24.28 25.08 23.64 35.40 39.5623.42 22.86 22.25 34.45 43.18
IntExo

a 13.64 16.57 15.31 26.98 26.4814.70 16.05 15.57 27.96 29.27
IntEndo

a 13.65 16.51 15.33 26.71 27.3413.49 15.04 14.51 27.10 29.78
TSINT Exo – – – – – 23.24 23.60 23.01 35.69 34.78
TSINT Endo 14.51 16.92 15.49 27.34 26.7522.41 22.90 22.28 34.90 35.58
IntExo

b 13.02 15.86 14.74 26.01 28.3313.98 15.54 15.03 27.61 31.45
IntEndo

b 13.65 16.51 15.33 26.71 27.3413.49 15.04 14.51 27.10 29.78
TS2Exo 13.99 15.93 14.56 26.19 30.5114.23 14.96 14.23 26.86 30.96
TS2Endo 13.69 15.65 14.27 25.97 28.4513.79 14.58 13.81 26.75 31.73
PROD -14.49 -11.93 -12.75 -2.77 8.27-14.43 -12.96 -13.15 -2.04 9.55

XO− + REPH 65.79 65.45 65.00 66.98 14.1556.88 54.18 53.76 55.17 16.06
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Table 4: P-O axial bond distances (Å) and angle (in degrees) for all the stationary
points characterized for theXOH + (R)EP− reactions using B3LYP/6-31+G(d,p) level
of theory.

P–OX P–OC Oax-P-Oax P–OX P–OC Oax-P-Oax

HOH + EP- CH3OH + EP-
HB 3.391 1.694 134.0 3.845 1.696 127.7
TS1 2.254 1.713 163.6 2.265 1.713 161.7
Inta 1.787 1.779 168.4 1.790 1.780 160.4
TSINT 1.743 1.819 161.2
Intb 1.703 2.005 164.1 1.715 1.893 160.9
TS2 1.688 2.153 162.8 1.689 2.149 160.4
PROD 1.612 3.414 150.8 3.528 1.671 104.5

HOH + REP- CH3OH + REP-
HB 3.390 1.690 130.8 3.854 1.690 121.8
TS1Exo 2.237 1.718 161.2 2.254 1.717 159.0
TS1Endo 2.240 1.716 163.7 2.248 1.715 162.0
IntExo

a 1.784 1.777 168.8 1.788 1.787 165.2
IntEndo

a 1.772 1.788 163.1 1.777 1.787 159.3
TSINT Exo – – – 1.747 1.835 168.7
TSINT Endo 1.735 1.824 159.2 1.733 1.824 159.3
IntExo

b 1.703 1.921 163.0 1.711 1.911 160.2
IntEndo

b 1.704 1.911 162.9 1.706 1.909 159.3
TS2Exo 1.675 2.240 162.5 1.673 2.254 159.9
TS2Endo 1.678 2.218 161.9 1.678 2.213 159.8
PROD 1.653 3.421 117.1 1.648 3.411 121.6
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Table 5: Proton transfer between oxygens at the transition states.H −OX is the distance in (̊A) between the proton and the oxygen of
the nucleophile (water or methanol),H − OP refers to the distance between the proton and the corresponding equatorial phosphoryl
oxygen,H − O−CH2− is the distance between the transfered proton and the axialO−CH2− group. O–O is the distance between the
oxygen proton donor and acceptor and O-H-O angle is the proton transfer in degrees, respectively.

H − OX H − OP H − O−CH2− O–O 6 O − H − O H − OX H − OP H − O−CH2− O–O 6 O − H − O

HOH + EP- CH3OH + EP-
TS1 1.430 1.072 2.325 136.7 1.467 1.050 2.322 134.5
TS2 0.986 1.746 2.335 120.4 0.985 1.748 2.336 120.3

HOH + REP- CH3OH + REP-
TS1Exo 1.401 1.085 2.314 136.8 1.429 1.065 2.308 135.1
TS1Endo 1.428 1.073 2.325 136.2 1.465 1.052 2.323 134.1
TS2Exo 0.992 1.699 2.408 124.9 0.992 1.695 2.410 125.5
TS2Endo 0.986 1.730 2.408 122.5 0.985 1.737 2.411 122.2
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Table 6: Neutral reaction. Relative energies in the gas-phase with respect to the sep-
arate reactants for the XOH + EPH/REPH reactions (X=CH3, H). Numbers are in
kcal/mol. Ee corresponds to the electronic energy calculated at our bestlevel of the-
ory (see Methods). Contributions from Zero-Point Vibrational Energy, enthalpy and
entropy are estimated at B3LYP/6-31++G(d,p). Last column for each reaction type
corresponds to the relative free energy in aqueous solution(∆Gaq), obtained from
the sum of∆Ggas and the∆∆Gsol solvent contributions (See Methods) evaluated at
HF/6-31+G*.

∆Ee ∆E0 ∆H ∆G ∆Gaq ∆Ee ∆E0 ∆H ∆G ∆Gaq

Reaction: HOH + EPH Reaction: CH3OH + EPH
HB -12.06 -9.40 -10.24 -0.55 10.81-12.46 -10.60 -10.79 -0.62 12.20
TS1dd 28.02 28.01 26.61 38.08 41.6226.56 25.46 24.73 37.18 43.33
TS1ud 25.64 26.45 24.72 36.92 42.6025.33 24.96 23.99 37.12 43.71
Intdu -0.20 3.43 1.98 13.54 17.86 2.97 5.61 4.74 17.73 23.93
Intdd 0.76 4.61 3.04 14.98 19.03 2.94 5.68 4.76 17.89 23.95
Intud -0.20 3.43 1.98 13.54 17.71 -0.57 2.32 1.35 14.61 22.27
Intuu 1.65 5.30 3.83 15.51 17.72 1.69 4.37 3.50 16.50 23.24
TSIntu 6.03 9.32 7.49 19.96 23.74 8.28 10.13 9.10 22.36 28.07
TSIntd 5.77 8.98 7.20 19.52 24.16 7.10 9.27 8.09 21.87 28.97
TS2du 19.75 20.26 18.67 30.68 36.5622.18 21.41 20.59 33.45 39.63
TS2uu 15.10 15.64 14.03 26.00 37.9513.71 13.55 12.57 25.66 39.90
PROD -9.48 -7.21 -7.82 1.35 9.80-11.05 -9.42 -9.48 0.82 11.23

Reaction: HOH + REPH Reaction: CH3OH + REPH
HB -12.09 -9.46 -10.30 -0.66 8.87 -12.47 -10.62 -10.23 -2.43 8.25
TS1Exo

du 25.98 26.86 25.66 36.64 39.4325.71 25.37 24.95 36.81 40.09
TS1Exo

dd 28.49 28.41 27.61 37.60 38.5626.93 25.87 25.68 36.76 42.06
TS1Endo

dd 28.24 28.14 27.34 37.23 38.0626.66 25.54 25.38 36.40 40.84
TS1Endo

ud 25.75 26.68 25.46 36.39 39.5025.46 25.09 24.69 36.37 41.50
Intdu 0.10 3.77 2.86 13.19 15.10 2.99 5.68 5.34 17.16 20.42
Intdd 1.07 4.88 3.89 14.30 15.97 3.12 5.89 5.53 17.31 –
Intud 0.21 3.89 3.00 13.03 15.55 -0.19 2.81 2.36 14.53 19.92
Intuu 1.90 5.48 4.61 14.52 13.57 1.86 4.61 4.29 15.83 18.51
TSIntExo

u 5.43 8.71 7.44 18.43 18.34 7.13 9.16 8.63 20.66 23.83
TSIntExo

d 4.30 7.61 6.30 17.12 17.64 7.01 8.98 8.47 20.50 23.29
TSIntEndo

u 5.74 9.03 7.76 18.89 19.13 8.55 10.59 10.06 22.20 24.73
TSIntEndo

d 5.21 8.56 7.26 18.58 19.76 7.28 9.39 8.82 21.09 24.97
TS2Exo

ud 20.49 21.00 19.99 30.56 34.4419.53 19.15 18.79 30.41 36.38
TS2Exo

uu 15.68 16.20 15.20 25.69 34.6214.01 13.89 13.48 25.24 36.93
TS2Endo

du 20.89 21.33 20.31 30.95 33.9823.30 22.36 22.17 33.47 37.48
TS2Endo

uu 16.17 16.53 15.54 26.02 34.9514.61 14.23 13.91 25.28 36.12
PROD -7.02 -4.27 -4.52 3.91 9.19 -8.68 -6.72 -6.32 3.30 11.22
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Table 7: P-O axial bond distances (Å) and angle (in degrees) for all the stationary
points characterized for the XOH + (R)EPH reactions using B3LYP/6-31+G(d,p) level
of theory.

P–OX P–OC Oax-P-Oax P–OX P–OC Oax-P-Oax

HOH + EPH CH3OH + EPH
HB 3.247 1.626 135.2 3.240 1.627 127.6
TS1dd 2.137 1.637 173.2 2.091 1.641 172.6
TS1ud 1.956 1.678 179.2 1.936 1.685 178.4
Intdu 1.677 1.724 197.6 1.673 1.729 175.2
Intdd 1.726 1.680 176.8 1.723 1.686 179.7
Intud 1.677 1.724 179.6 1.674 1.727 179.6
Intuu 1.644 1.790 177.7 1.638 1.798 178.2
TSIntu 1.641 1.734 157.8 1.656 1.754 172.7
TSIntd 1.687 1.675 157.8 1.677 1.688 156.0
TS2du 1.641 2.070 175.6 1.626 2.130 172.5
TS2uu 1.600 2.289 173.9 1.589 2.320 173.9
PROD 1.612 3.414 150.8 1.602 3.478 146.8

HOH + REPH CH3OH + REPH
HB 3.253 1.624 132.2 .244 1.625 132.2
TS1Exo

du 1.950 1.678 178.8 1.930 1.685 178.6
TS1Exo

dd 2.141 1.636 173.5 2.099 1.642 173.2
TS1Endo

dd 2.132 1.635 172.8 2.091 1.641 172.6
TS1Endo

ud 1.952 1.679 179.4 1.931 1.686 178.5
Intdu 1.675 1.724 1.781 1.670 1.731 174.5
Intdd 1.724 1.681 177.0 1.721 1.687 179.2
Intud 1.676 1.727 178.9 1.672 1.732 179.6
Intuu 1.642 1.791 176.3 1.636 1.802 177.1
TSIntExo

u 1.642 1.736 158.6 1.642 1.747 160.1
TSIntExo

d 1.668 1.694 157.5 1.689 1.691 161.7
TSIntEndo

u 1.643 1.738 159.8 1.653 1.759 170.7
TSIntEndo

d 1.683 1.673 156.2 1.688 1.689 160.6
TS2Exo

ud 1.629 2.093 178.2
TS2Exo

uu 1.597 2.323 174.1 1.590 2.335 176.1
TS2Endo

du 1.638 2.081 176.2 1.623 2.157 172.4
TS2Endo

uu 1.597 2.323 174.1 1.586 2.359 174.1
PROD 1.602 3.320 124.4 1.591 3.326 124.6
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Table 8: Proton transfer between oxygens at the transition states.H − OX is the dis-
tance in (̊A) between the proton and the oxygen of the nucleophile (wateror methanol),
H − OP refers to the distance between the proton and the corresponding equatorial
phosphoryl oxygen,H − O−CH2− is the distance between the transfered proton and
the axialO−CH2− group. O-H-O angle is the angle of the proton transfer, in degrees.

H − OX H − OP H − O−CH2−
6 O-H-O H − OX H − OP H − O−CH2−

6 O-H-O

HOH + EPH CH3OH + EPH
TS1dd 1.308 1.147 133.3 1.255 1.185 131.7
TS1ud 1.199 1.269 129.2 1.196 1.265 127.6
TS2du 1.202 1.247 133.1 1.177 1.273 135.2
TS2uu 1.112 1.376 138.7 1.093 1.413 138.8

HOH + REPH CH3OH + REPH
TS1Exo

du 1.199 1.272 129.0 1.197 1.266 127.5
TS1Exo

dd 1.201 1.148 132.5 1.259 1.182 131.8
TS1Endo

dd 1.298 1.152 132.7 1.255 1.185 131.7
TS1Endo

ud 1.199 1.271 129.0 1.196 1.265 127.5
TS2Exo

ud 1.205 1.243 133.9 1.205 1.243 133.9
TS2Exo

uu 1.118 1.367 140.1 1.094 1.413 138.6
TS2Endo

du 1.218 1.232 133.2 1.183 1.265 135.9
TS2Endo

uu 1.118 1.367 140.1 1.099 1.402 140.4
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